DEAN’S UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP (INTERNATIONAL)

CONDITIONS OF AWARD

BACKGROUND

Established in 2013, the ‘Dean’s Undergraduate Scholarship (International)’ is a competitive entry level scholarship intended to assist high achieving international students with their transition to tertiary study at the University of Sydney Business School.

ELIGIBILITY

Admission applicants will have completed an Australian Year 12 qualification or an International senior secondary qualification accepted by the University and attained an outstanding Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank (ATAR) or equivalent.

Applicants will also meet University admission rules and language requirements.

Only Admission applicants commencing an undergraduate degree under the Administration of the University of Sydney Business School are eligible for this award.

Students completing a University of Sydney Foundation Program with a 90% overall average with admission to an undergraduate coursework program with the University of Sydney Business School are also considered for the award.

Students who have already commenced tertiary study, or students transferring with credit exemptions or advanced standing, are not eligible.

For further information on equivalents to Australian Year 12 qualifications and a table showing standard academic requirements for some of these examinations relative to ATAR scores see sydney.edu.au/future-students/international/undergraduate/entry-requirements/

BENEFITS

The scholarship is offered at AUD$5,000 per annum for up to four years in a University of Sydney Business School degree. An Honours year is inclusive, if the maximum period for the award has not been reached.

The scholarship will be paid in two instalments each year. Payment is made in late March and again in August.

The scholarship is available in any undergraduate program under the administration of the Business School.
ALLOCATION

Scholarship places are awarded on completion of course requirements for the University of Sydney Foundation Program and students are eligible when they achieve a 90% average overall in the program.

Places are awarded to applicants based on outstanding academic merit. No separate application for the Dean’s Undergraduate Scholarship (International) is necessary.

Candidates who meet selection and eligibility criteria resulting in an Unconditional Offer of admission, will be automatically considered in the semester for award.

SELECTION

Selection will be based strictly on academic merit as per the University’s Admission Requirements.

Selection will be based on actual results (academic and English language proficiency). Predicted and forecast results will not be considered.

Only applicants with an unconditional offer of admission to an undergraduate Business School degree may be selected.

Selections for the award are the final decision of the University of Sydney Business School.

SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS

Successful candidates will be notified of their offer 2 weeks prior to international undergraduate student enrolments.

Successful candidates will receive an offer of a scholarship from the University of Sydney Business School separately to their offer of admission.

CONDITIONS

Recipients for this award are required to maintain satisfactory academic progress. Satisfactory progress is defined as a (65%) credit average each semester. Failure to do so will result in the Scholarship lapsing.

Recipients must maintain a continuous candidature in an undergraduate coursework degree administered by the Business School.

Successful candidates:

- must not be in receipt of any other University of Sydney scholarship;
- must commence study in the semester for which the scholarship is offered in the agreed degree. Commencement may not be deferred to a later semester;
- who withdraw or leave the undergraduate program during an academic semester, will be required to repay that semester’s funding;
- are required to enrol in the full-time standard load (24 credit points each semester) and must maintain their international student status on a full-time basis throughout their enrolment at the University of Sydney;
- may not be entitled to a ‘Leave of Absence’ for the duration of the Scholarship, unless it is due to extenuating circumstances, such as illness which limits the student’s capacity for study;
- who have had their scholarship terminated, are advised that the decision is absolute. A scholarship cannot be reinstated.